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ABSTRACT

ANALYSIS OF" DRUM BRAKE VIBRATION USING MULTIBODY DYNAMICS APPROACH
WITH EXPLICIT FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

Vibration of brake components when excessive resulted in noise and this influence the
perceived quality from the driver point of view and also a form of noise pollution. Brake
noise can be categorized into three major categories depending on the frequencies. The low
frequency noise is caused by the friction material excitation at the rotor and lining interface
that is transmitted through the brake caIiperand couples with other chassis component. The
low frequency squeal .Can be associated with friction excitedec modal coupling of two or
more natural modes of the brake system. The high frequency squeal can be associated with
the resonance of the disc. These are experimental· observations and no mathematical
modeling has been developed to explain the low frequency squeal. Most mathematical
model developed were to explain the high frequency squeal. This mainly employs implicit
finite element method code such as MSC-Nastran or ANSYS where they mainly
concentrate on the system instability manifesting as squeal or other brake vibration and
noise mainly using the implicit finite element method. This involves the use of
determining. the instability of the system from the real part obtained from complex
eigenvalues analysis and" this method has been the major tool for numerical modeling of
drum and disc brake squeal. Multibody dynamic approach is adopted in this work. Since
the application of a rotating drum onto the shoe with contact at the sliding interface, the
forcing function win be the interaction of the drum and the shoe, which is not pre
determined. The resulting friction force will cause elastic deformation which will influence
the contact pressure developed throughout the rotation. The contact problem is solved
using ABAQU:S 6.4 software.· A two dimensional model of the brake shoe is constructed
and the shoe is pressed onto arotating rigid surface which represents the drum sl.lrface.
The initial results showed fluctuating stress within the shoe with the stress level oscillating
approaching a steady state value. The displacement of the node which varies with time is
used as the input to a Fast Fourier Transform programme in· order to identify the frequency
components of the vibration. These components can then be compared to the free-free
modes of the brake shoe in order to find the relationship between the free-free modes and
the friction excited modes. The initial results indicated that the multibody dynamic
approach can be used as a tool for evaluating the development of the friction force of the
drum brake.

Terjemahan:

ANALISIS GETARAN BREK GELENDUNG MENGGUNAKAN PENDEKATAN
DINAMIK PELABAGAI JASAD DENGAN KAEDAH UNSUR TERHINGGA

EKSPLISIT

Getaran komponen brek apabila berlebihan akan menghasilkan bunyi yang /ruat
dan ini mempengaruhi tanggapan kualiti oleh pemandu dan juga merupakan
pencemaran bunyi. Bunyi bising brek boleh dibahagikan kepada tiga kategori
bergantung kepada frekuensi. Bunyi frekuensi rendah dihasilkan apabita
bahagian yang menga/ami geseran yang diuja akibgt gerakan antara rotor dan
/apik brek yang dihantar menerusi getaran pengapit brek dan ke komponen casis
Yflng lain seperti topang dan lengan buai. Bunyi frekuensi rendah ini bo/eh
dikaitkan dengan ujaan geseran yang me.nyebabkan gadingan mod dua atau
lebih frekuensi jati system brek tersebut. Bunyi frekuensi tinggi. pula boleh
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dikaitkan dengan. resonan cakera. Terdapat beberapa pemerhatian yang dibuat
di dalameksperimen tetapi tiada model matematik yang diahsilkan untuk
menerangkan bunyi frekuensi rendah ini. Kebanyakan model matematik yang
dihasilkan adalah unluk menerangkan bunyi frekuensi tinggi yang menggunakan
kod kaedah unsure terhingga implicit seperti ANSYS dan MSC-NASTRAN di
mana tumpuan diberikan kepada ketidakstabilan system yang dije/makan

•••• .~~ "'.. • ~J ~.;,;;•••'

bercJasarkan bahagian nyata positif dar/peda nilai eigen kompleks yang dikira
daripada persamaan gerakaan system dan ini adalah alat utama di da/am model
kaedah berangka pagi bunyi bising brek gelendung dan cakera. Kaedah dinamik
pelbagai jasad digunakan di dalam kajian ini. Dengan mengenakan daya kepada
kasul brek yang menekan model drum yang berpular J interaksi dinamik akan
ber/aku dan antaranya ialah getaran drum. Fungsi ujaan di sini tidak ditentukan
lerlebih dahulu dan ini ·menyebabakan ubahbentuk elastik yang mempengaruhi
bentuk taburan tekanan pada antara muka. Masalah sentuhan antara lapik brek
dan drum diselesaikan dengan menggunakan ABAQUS 6.4. Model dua dimensi
lapik brek di. bina dan lapik iniditekan kepada drum tegar yang berputar.
Keputusan menunjukkan tegasan yang berubah-ubah di dalam lapik brek dan ini
kemudiannya dik.aji menggunakan FFT untuk mencari frekuensi komponen
getaran tersebut. Komponen ini kemudiannya dibandingkan dengan mod bebas
lapik brek untuk mencari hubungan di antara mod bebas dan bentuk getaran
yang lerhasi!. Hasil ini menunjukkan kaedah dinamik pelbagai jasad boleh
digunakan untuk menilai getaran brek gelendung.
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Abstract

ANALYSIS OF DRUM BRAKE VIBRATION USING MULTIBODY DYN.f\.MICS APPROACH
WITH EXPLICIT FINITE ELEMENT METHOD·

.; l

Vibration ofbrake components when excessive resulted in noise and this influence the perceived
quality from the driver point of view and also a fonn of noise pollution. Brake noise can be
categorized into three major categories depending on the frequencies. The low frequency noise is
caused by the friction mater~al· excitation at the rotor and lining interface that is transmitted
through the brake caliper and couples with other chassis component. The low frequency squeal

. can be associated with friction excitedec modal coupling of two or more natural modes of the
brake system. The high frequency squeal can be associated with the resonance of the disc. These
are experimental observations and no mathematical modeling has been developed to explain the
low frequency squeal. Most mathematical model developed were to explain the high frequency
squeal. This mainly employs implicit finite element method code such as MSC-Nastran or
ANSYS where they mainly concentrate on the system instability manifesting as squeal or other
brake vibration and noise mainly using the implicit f'initeelement method. This involves the use
of determining the instability of the system from the real part obtained from complex eigenvalues
analysis and this method has been the major tool for numerical modeling of drum and disc brake
squeal. Multibody dynamic approach is adopted in this work. ~ince the application of a rotating
drum onto the shoe with contact at the sliding· interface, the forcing function will be the
interaction of the dI1.;lm and the shoe, which is not pre-determined. The resulting friction force
will cause elastic· deformation which will influence the contact pressure developed throughout
the rotation. The contact problem is solved using ABAQUS 6.4 software. A two dimensional
model of the brake shoe is constructed and the shoe is pressed onto a rotating rigid surface which .
represents the drum surface. The initial results showed fluctuating stress within the shoe with the
stress level oscillating approaching a steady state value. The displacement of the node which

·v·aries with time is used as the input to a Fast Fourier Transform programme in order to identify
the frequency components of the vibration. These ,components can, then be compared to the free
free modes of the brake shoe in order to find the relationship between the free-free modes and the
friction excited modes. The initial results indicated that the multibody dynamic approach can be
.used as a tool f,?r evaluating the development of the friction force of the drum brake.

". ,
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1.0 Introduction

. Noise generated from brake can generally be categorized into high frequency
noise and low frequency' noise. The high frequency noise refers and are
categorized as squeal, squeak or wire brush noise depending on the waveform,

,however, the term squeal is generally used to describe the high frequency brake
noise (Lang, 1983 ). The low· frequency noise refers to vibration with rigid body

-vibration of the components vibrated and typical example is brake judder which
is generally related to vibration due to disc thickness variation (Doi et al. ,2000).

.Finite element modeling has been used _extensively in the modeling of brake

.vibration anq noise analysis and in general good agreement have been reported
at least for the trends in the prediction using FEM and the rate of occurrence
(Liles 1990, Murakami 1993). The readers are well advised to refer to the
comprehensive review made by Kinkaid et al. ~2003).

•·· .• Motivation

,(?ne of the problems in modeling brake noise and vibration is the construction of
-the interface element in which the interaction between the sliding surfaces is
:·,defined. In ANSYS for example the element MATRIX 27 can be used to define
..'this interaction and the programmer is free to define the interaction based on
displacement, velocity or acceleration (Ansys,2004) . In ABAQUSthe interaction
.is" automatically generated and from the contact analysis. a direct complex

'eigenvalue analysis can be c~rried out to determine the unstable modes for that
.:·particular setup (Abaqus, 2004). However, brake squeal or judder is hardly
._steady state and based on description ~Isewhere it is difficult to reproduce squeal
<and utmost care was taken in the experimental setup in order to obtain
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continuous 4'squeal (Fieldhouse & Newcomb, 1991). Another approach to
modeling brake vibration is to . use multibody dynamics approach where only
the external forces are defined (due to·the motion o~ the drum and the actuation
force from the cam) and tr~nsient analysis' is· ·carried out to determine the
response of each body.. Since friction force due to sliding is dependant upon
many factors such as the· geometry and deformation of the interface, this is left
for the program to calculate. With the multi body dynamics the whole spectrum of
vibration can be investigated whether it is caused by the disc thickness variation
or due to the friction itself with· no presupposition on the type of vibration.

Objective

i) To· develop a method by which the transient response of the brake
shoe can be determined using multibody dynamics ?lPproach

ii) To determine the effect of loaq. application ·on the transient response
when using multibqqy dynami,cs.

2.0 Problem Statement

. Can the approach of multi-body dynamics be used to determine the response of
a brake system due friction when the shoe and drum has relative motion.
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3.0 Meth~dology

In this work a motorcycle drum brake of a cam actuated·type is selected. Unlike
the hydraulically actuated piston· for a drum brake typically used in the cars. cam
actuated shoes have· contact point of the cam and' the shoe changes with the
rotation of the cam. Thereforemultibody dynamics approach is expected to be
able to model both the changes in the contact point of the cam-brake shoe and
contact area of the brake shoe-drum at the· onset of braking. The shoe is
modeled using 20· shell elements and the drum and cam modeled as rigid
surfaces. It is possible to· model the drum and ca.m using sheH elements but in
order to reduce the· processing time and limitation imposed on the number of
elements; rigid. surfaces are used to represent the drum and the cam. A static
contact analysis is carried out first to determine the· contact stress pattern of the
shoe when subjected to steady sliding. .

For the dynamic analysis, the drum is rotated at a constant speed of (.... rad/s)
and the cam is rotated to activate with a force of 10N and this is varied up to
SOON. The force will push the brake shoe to come into contact with the shoe. The
nodal vibration in the radial direction of the brake shoe is plotted against time to
determine the transient response' for the first 0:2 seconds. AU modeling work is
done in ABAQUS [Abaqus, 2004]

FIGURE 1 Simplified 20 finite element model of the brake shoe with the drum
and the cam modeled as rigid surface.
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4.0 RESUL17S AND DISCUSSION

"

The results from the static analysis is shown in figure 2. The figure shows that
the high contact' stress,occuring at the ends of the shoe where the force is
applied and the reaction force acting on the pivot point.

The load applied to. the S-cam contact point is varied from 10 N to 500 N. The
displacement of one of the node .on the brake shoe. friction surface is then
analysed in detail in particular the displaoement in the radial direction. Figure 3
shows the results of the transient response of the radial displacement of the shoe
for one of the nodes once the shoe comes into contact with the rotating surface.
The relatively large radial displacement (out-of-plane deformation) is. due to the
rigid body motion of the shoe when overcoming the clearance between the shoe
and the drum and once contact is established the shoe begins to deform and this
resulted in the radial displacement of the nodes.There is a superposition of two
waveform which hasa period 'of 0.06s and another'higher frequency content with
a period of 0.0025 (500 Hz). .both of which are diminishing. The amplitude of the
larger waveform is measured to beO.07mm.

• I '

•• "-". .." .. ': ; .- •• " •• "0 '.--

FIGURE '2~hows the" results from static contact analysis of the leading shoe.
(Leading shoe is defined as the' brake shoe with the pivot furthest from the
leading edge and vice versa). .
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FIGURE 3 - The nodal. displacement in the radial direction against time for load
of 10 N.

For a higher magnitude of load of 50· N, a ·similar superposition of two waveform
can be seen with an .amplitude of 0.05 mm and. period of 0.068s as shown in
figure 4. A further increase of the load to 100 N causes further reduction in the
amplitude of the vibration to 0.04 mm and increases the period of vibration to
0.065s as shown in figure 5. As the load is further increased to 500 N I the
vibration amplitude reduces further to 0.03 mm and the period stabilizes at
0.065s.
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FIGURE 4 - The nodal displacement in the radial direction against time for load
of 50 N. ~
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-.of 500 N.
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Amplitude vs. applied force
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FIGURE 7 -Vibration amplitude against the applied force'

The data obtained from the vibration amplitude are plotted against the applied
force as shown in figure, 7. The result shows a diminishing vibration amplitude as
the applied force increases. It is obvious that the small applied force is favourable
for higher vibration 'amplitude
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Figure 8 - Thedeformat-ion of the shoe for different load. The deformed shape is
taken at 0.01 s' after contact

In order to visualize the deformation of the shoe during the sliding I the deformed
shape is taken at 0.01s after contact took place as shown in figure 8. The figures
showed that the stress level are lower for the lower applied force and the location
of maximum contact stress occurred at both ends of tne shoe. However the
leading end of the shoe undergoes' higher· stress and- displacement when
compared to the trailing. edge of the shoe.
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5.0CONCLUSION "

Two dimensional model analysis is used for simplicity, economy and limited size
of computer r1!emory. Based on result. frol11. the static c08tact analysis, the
contact pressure distribution along the lining of the" p"ath is highest at the top end
of the lining. In transient analysis, when the applied force increases the amplitude
if vibration decreases· :which augurs well with general observation in squeal
where it favours low applied pressure. This is because of the deflection of the
metal shoe and lining plate are considered in the analysis. In the transient
analysis, when the applied. force increases the amplitude if vibration decreases.
This shows that the magnitude of the applied force influences the brake shoe
vibration. The shoe vibration has two modes. of different frequencies of 15.38 Hz
-16.67 Hz and 500 Hz depending on the load. The high frequency contents
however diminishes with the higher load.
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ABSTRACT

This research analyzes the brake shoe vibrations due to friction. A two
dimensional finite element model of a motorcycle drum brake is used to analyze
the contact problem and interaction between the drum and brake lining. The
curvatures of the brake lining and of the drum are equal in order to get the
maximum distribution of the contact force. The transient analysis is carried out in
analysis with the first step by making contact between drum and brake lining by
giving force. The second step is to rotate the drum. The main problem to be
solved is the calculation of stress distributions of the brake shoe and the contact
force between drum and brake shoe. That cOJ?tact problem is solved using
ABAQUS finite element analysis software. Results include stress distributions,
deformations and contact pressure. After the brake force is applied, the brake
shoe oscillates. The brake shoe vibration amplitude decreases with increasing
load. This shows that the brake vibration favours low applied force which is
similar to observations made else where. The results proved that muJtibody
dynamics approach can be used to investigate brake shoe vibration problem.

Keywords: brake shoe vibration; multibody dynamic

INTRODUCTION

Noise generated from brake can generally be categorized into high frequency
noise and low frequency noise. The high frequency noises refers and are
categorized as squeal, squeak or wire brush noise depending on the wavefonn,
however, the term squeal is generally used to describe the high frequency brake
noise (Lang 1983). The low frequency noise refers to vibration with rigid body
vibration of the components vibrated and typical example is brake judder which
is generally related to vibration due to disc thickness variation (Doi et aI. 2000).
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Finite element modeling has been used extensively in the modeling of brake
vibration and noise analysis and in genera] good agreement have been reported at
least for the trends in the prediction using FEM and the rate of occurrence (Liles
1990; Murakami 1993). The readers are well advised to refer to the
comprehensive review made by Kinkaid et al. (2003).

MOTIVATION

One of the problems in modeling brake noise and vibration is the construction of
the interface element in which the interaction between the slidi'ng surfaces is
defined. In ANSYS for example the element MATRIX 27 can be used to define
this interaction and the programmer is free to define the interaction based on
displacement, velocity or acceleration (Ansys 2004). In ABAQUS the'interaction
is automatically. generated and from the contact analysis a direct complex
eigenvalue analysis can be carried out to determine the unstable modes for that
particular setup (Abaqus 2004). However, brake squeal or judder is hardly steady
state and based on description elsewhere it is difficult to reproduce squeal and
utmost care was taken in the experimental setup in order to obtain continuous
squeal (Fieldhouse & Newcomb 1991). Another approach to modeling brake
vibration is to use multi body dynamics approach where only the external forces
are defined (due to the motion of the drum and the actuation force from the cam)
and transient analysis is carried out to determine the response of each body.
Since friction force due to sliding is dependant upon many factors such as the
geornetryand deformation of the interface, this is left for the program to
calculate. With the multi body dynamics the whole spectrum of vibration can be
investigated whether it is caused by the disc thickness variation or due to the
friction itself with no presupposition on the type of vibration.

OBJECTIVE

i) To develop a method by which the transient response of the brake
shoe can be determined using multibody dynamics approach

ii) To determine the effect of load application on the transient response
when using multibody dynamics.

METHODOLOGY

In this work a motorcycle drum brake of a cam actuated type is selected. Unlike
the hydraulically actuated piston for a drum brake typically used in the cars, cam
actuated shoes have contact point of the cam and the shoe changes with the
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rotation of the cam. Therefore multibody dynamics approach is expected to be
able to model both the changes in the contact point of the cam-brake shoe and
contact area of the brake shoe-drum at the onset of braking. The shoe is modeled
using 2D shell elements and the drum and cam modeled as rigid surfaces. It is
possible to model the drum and cam using shell elements but in order to reduce
the processing time and limitation imposed on the number of elements; rigid
surfaces are used to represent the drum and the cam. A static contact analysis is
carried out first to determine the contact stress pattern of the shoe when subjected
to steady sliding.

For the dynamic analysis, the drum is rotated at a constant speed of 0.] rad/s
and the cam is rotated to activate with a force of ION and this is varied up to
SOON. The force wiIl push the brake shoe to come into contact with the shoe. The
nodal vibration in the radial direction of the brake shoe is plotted against time to
determine the transient response for the first 0.2 seconds. AIl modeling work is
done in ABAQUS (Abaqus 2004).

FIGURE 1 Simplified 2D finite element model of the brake shoe with the drum
and the cam modeled as rigid surface.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The result from the static analysis is shown in Figure 2. The figure shows that the
high contact stress occurring at the ends of the shoe where the force is applied.
and the reaction force acting on the pivot point. It can be said that the contact
pressure have non-uniform distribution with the peak at trailing edge and leading
edge close to pivot point. Hohmann said that high contact force occurs at the top
end of the lining especially on the trailing shoe and the distribution of the contact
pressure tends to that of the old lining for the analytical solution (Hohmann
1999). The static contact analysis result is almost similar with observations made
by Hohmann but only fits for the top end lining because the result from Hohmann
shows high contact pressure 'at the top end lining and decreasing towards the
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leading edge. It shows that there is almost no contact at the centre of lining. The
result from this analysis shows the contact occurs and the contact pressure is low
than the top end and bottom end lining.

Figure 3 shows the contact pressure distribution along the lining. This
indicates high contact pressure level at the trailing edge (near to where the force
is applied) and there are several peaks along the length of the shoe which is
similar to the findings made by Hohmann (1999). This contact pressure
distribution is however different from Huang (2002) where he obtained
sinusoidal pressure distribution since the elasticity of the metal shoe was
neglected.

;~~,:::"'-.:. ~ .".

Trailing edge

Leading edge

. FIGURE 2 shows the results from static contact analysis of the leading shoe.
(Leading shoe is defined as the brpke shoe with the pivot furthest from the

leading edge and vice versa).

. Contact pressure vs. distance along lining path
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FIGURE 3 shows the contact pressure distribution along the lining path starting
from leading edge for the static contact analysis.

The load applied to the S-cam contact point is varied from ION to 500 N. The
displacement of one of the n'ode on the brake shoe friction surface is then
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analyzed in detail in particular the displacement in the radial direction. Figure 4
shows the results of the transient response of the radial displacement of the shoe
for one of the nodes once the shoe comes into contact with the rotating surface.
The relatively large radial displacement is due to the rigid body motion of the
shoe when overcoming the clearance between the shoe and the drum and once
contact is established the shoe begins to defonn and this resulted in the radial
displacement of the nodes. There is a superposition of two waveform which has a
period of 0.068 (16.67Hz) and another higher frequency content with a period of
0.002s (500Hz) both of which are diminishing. The amplitude of the larger
waveform is measured to be 0.07mm.

Node dfsplacement vs. time (Applied load 10N)
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FIGURE 4 The nodal displacement in the radial direction against time for load of
ION.

For a higher magnitude of load of 50 N, a similar superposition of two
waveform can be seen with amplitudes of 0.05 mm and period of 0.0685 (14.7Hz)
as shown in figure 5. A further increase of the load to 100 N causes further
reduction in the amplitude of the vibration to 0.04 mm and increases the period of
vibration to 0.065s (I5.38Hz) as shown in figure 6. As the load is further
increased to 500 N, the vibration amplitude reduces further to 0.03 mm and the
period stabilizes at 0.065s (l5.38Hz).
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N:ode displacem'ent vs· time (Applie~ IOiJd. SON)
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FIGURE S The nodal displacement in the radial direction against time for load of
SON.

Node displ(lcement VS~ tlme (Applied load 100N)
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FIGURE 6 The nodal displacement in the radial direction against time for load of
lOON.
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NQde :displac~m'ent ys. time (Applied load 500N)
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FIGURE 7 The nodal displacement in the radial direction against time for load of
500 N.

Amplitude vs. applied force
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FIGURE 8 Vibration amplitude against the applied force

The data obtained from the vibration amplitude are plotted against the applied
force as shown in figure 8. The result shows diminishing vibration amplitude as
the applied force increases. It is obvious that the small applied force is favourable
for higher vibration amplitude.
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FIGURE 9 The deformation of the shoe for different load. The deformed shape is
taken at 0.01 s after contact

In order to visualize the defonnation of the shoe during the sliding, the deformed
shape is taken at O.Ols after contact took place as shown in Figure 9.

CONCLUSIONS

Two-dimensional model analysis is used for simplicity, economy and limited size
of computer memory. Based on result for the static contact analysis, the contact
pressure distribution along the lining path is highest at the top end lining. This is
because the deflections of metal shoe and lining plate are considered in the
analysis. In the transient analysis, when the applied force increases the amplitude
of vibrations decreases. This shows that magnitude of the applied force
influences the brake shoe vibration. The shoe vibration has two modes with
different frequencies.
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A Study.on th~ Effect of Out-of-Roundness ofDrum Brake

Rotor on the Braking Force

Z. M. Ripin', M. N.A. Hamid and M. ·S. Shukri

School ofM~chani~aIEngineering~USM

1.0 Introduction

.The drum brake is u~ed. widely as.the rear brake particularly for small car and.

motorcycle. The leading-trailing shoe design is used extensively as rear brake on

passenger cars and light weight pickup trucks. Most of the front-wheel-driven
. . .

vehicles use rear leading~trailing shoe brakes. Such configuration provided a design

which has 'low 'sensitivity to lining friction changes and stable torque production.

(Reference: Brake Design and Safety, 2nd Edition, RudolfLimpert)

Roundness and cylindricity measurement are critical in the automotive,

m~dical and manufacturing industry. In the automotive industry, critical parts such as
'.' =. -. -. - ~ --

fuel injection system and piston or cylinder' bore needs to be really precise to obtain

the maximum output

In the drum brake, the drum is assumed to be perfectly round and this is the

case as reported by simulation work done elsewhere. The true effect of roundness of

the drum on the brake force has not been investigated.

2.0 Literature review

Hohmann (1999) has investigated the contact pressure on both the disc and

drum brake using finite .element method. Thus the contact pressure distribution was

found to be biased towards the leading fedge of both S:cam brake shoes with the

trailing shoe haVing peak contact pressure at the roll (cam. side) and the leading shoe

having peak contact pressure at the quarter end of the shoe. Nonet~eless, the results

were not verified with any experimental results.

Hwang and Shyr (2002) analyzed a simplex drum brake using boundary

element method. The results illustrated that the pressure distribution is continuous and



biased tg.wards the actuating p6int(the force is applied by using point force), however

the pressure distribution curves did not differentiated between the leading and trailing

shoes.

Day et al. (1979) carried out contact pressure analysis using finite element

method and proceeded ,with ~ompined.pr~,ssur~ an,d t4~nnal analysis (1984). The

results showed. the c<?ntact pre~sure distribution. All the~alysis reviewed to date has

assumed a· perfectly .cylindrical· drum and has nO{ considered the effect of

manufacturing error in the analysis. This study focuses on the out-of-roundness effect

on the drum brake braking force by measuring the roundness profile of a drum brake

and measuring the braking force as the drum is rotated and try to correlate the

roundness profile with the braking force variation.

3.0 Methodology.

A set of brake drum used "in this experiment is taken from a rear wheel set of a

motorcycle. The drum brake is a flat cam type drum brake actuated using pedal force
.. .

and consists of two brake. shoes pivoted ·at the- bottom. It is actuated by a flat cam at

the top with return spring.· The· photo illustrates the drum brake in Figure 1.

Lever

Side plate
-(stator)

Flat cam

Brake shoe

Return spring

Figure 1 - The drum brake used in the experiment consists of two brake shoes

actuated by flat cam.
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Roundn~ss measurement is carried out on the drum using Mitutoyo Round Test-RA

100 with _the Mitutoyo RE-I control and output panel. The measurement was set at

range of 25 flm, filter 500 undulations per revolution and preset at least square circle

mode (LSe). The drum· is rotated "by the tension of t~e- wire when pulled up by the

upper grip- oftheUni~ersal Te_~~ing-_Mach.~n~~{lJTM)~ ~h~:tensi1e force is measured by

the loadcellandth~ 'lit.Je~di~p]~ceme~t of"the upper'grip which is related to the

rotation of the drum and -these are then converted to torque and angular rotation based

on the diameter of the drum. The experimental setup is shown in figure 2.

(f) Load ~elI

(e) Upper grip

(d) Drum brake
(c) Brake lever

(b) Bracket

(a) Weight

Figure 2 -. Experimentfl setup for mea~uring_brake force for ~;drum brake using
i . . ~ i 1·- .". ~-".~ ,. : ;

Universal Testing MacJtlne (UTM). Applied braking force is provided by the weight
• • !- • • ~ •

(a) and the force required to rotate the drum is measured by the load cell (f) .

A bracket (b) is constructed to allow the drum (d) to rotate and the side plate of the

brake (stator) is connected to the hracket.A taut 5mm diameter twisted wire cable is

tied to the flange of the drum and connect~d~o the load c~JI on the-upper grip (e), The
. ~ ":;: . • ! .

I,

3



brakingJever where ~e actuating rod is norrit~ny c~nnec~ed which' is used as the load

application point usingweight~.Whenthe upper grip mo~es upward, the load cell (f)

measures the force needed to rotate ,the drum (the braking force) and the linear

displacement of the upper grip is correlated with angular rotation of the drum. The

experiment is then repeated with different set of load to observe the effects of load on

the braking for.ce generated from tl1e drulll bt;~~.~et.

4.0 Results

Roundness measurement

The result from the roundness measurement using the' 25 flm scale is shown as a

least square 'circle with the p~ak (P) valu~ of9.:g Ilm"and1valley (V) value of 12.1 Ilrn

which gives"the P+V" 'value" "of 21.9 IlID as shown in' the Figure 3 . The Figure 3

indicates that the inside surface of the drum brake is not true circle and major lobes

exists at an axis about 45° cIock-wise from the x-axis. Consequently, this is an

important observation since. the out-of-roundness can now be idealized to certain

extent as an ellipse with major axis along the said· axis.

Figure 3 - Roundness profile of the drum brake inside surface with a range of25 Jim

and a scale of 15 Jim~
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Brake ,~J)rce

For the initial measurement, deadweight of 50N is used as the pedal force and the

wire cable is pulled to rotate the drum. Next, the weight is then removed and the drum

is rotated back to its initial positi~n. Thi~,~:e~~ure~ent is then repeated. The results

are shown in Figure 4 where the curveohtained fcreach repeat measurement is

different. However thd shape ~of the curves are siinii~:with the maximum braking

force maxImum brake force occurring at the angle of about 45 degrees and the

minimum occurring at the angle of about 135 degrees which is 90 degrees offset from

the initial maximum angle. The results from this test indicate that the brake force

obtained i~actually arange of values. For'the applied load of 50 N the brake force

varies between 72 N -1 16 N with a mean value of92 N.

Braking force (kN) versus Angle of Rotation (degree)
For ,The SON Weight

0.14
"j

0.12 .

Z 0.10
C
~ 0.08
tE
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]
~ 0.04

3rdtime
--..-,~------=-----2nd time

0.02

3603152702251801359045

0.00 -I----.....-------,------.-----r-----,-----,.----r-----,

0,

Angle ofrotation (degree)

Figure 4 - Variation of braking force with the angle of fotation for repeat

measurement for applied load of 50 N.

For the brake test the pedal force is provided by deadweights which give the pedal

force of20 N up to lOON. The results from the test are shown in Figure 5. For all the

value of pedal force investigated, the brake force varies with the angular rotation of

the drum with the maximum brake force occurring at the angle of about 45 degrees

and the minimum occurring at the angle of about 135 degrees which is 90 degrees
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offset f~.9m the initial maximum angle. The same trend is repeated for different load

case, indicating that the load level does not really influence the shape of the graph.

The different braking force curves obtained for the same load applied may be due to. . ..
. .

the looseness ofthe shoe. - piv()t fitting which causes the shoe to have various initial

positions when the me~surement is repeated.

Braking force (kN) versus Angle of Rotation (degree)
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...-----.---- ..----.-----..---.--. - 80N-..............-------- ---_._-~
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Angle of rotation (degree)

Figure 5 - Variation ofbrake force with the angle of rotation for different pedal load

The data obtained from the measurement can be used to determine the brake factor for

this particular design and the brake factor is calculated based- on the ratio ofbraking

torque to the applied torque (Hohman, 2000). The mean braking force is calculated for

each load condition and this is multiplied with the diameter of the drum to get the

friction torque. The results fro~ such calculations are presented in Table I.

20 0.0128 15.0930 0.59
30 0.0364 43.0052 1.13
40 0.0548 64.7885 1.27
50 0.0819 96.7495 1.52
60 0.1127 133.1330 1.74
70 0.1412 166:8550 1.87
80 0.1527 180.4057 1.77
90 0.1732 204.7264 1.79
100 . 6.2071 244.7297 1.93

Table 1: The brake force and brake factor for various load level.
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Figure 6 - Variation of brake factor for different load level.

It is clear from the t~ble that. the 'brake factor varies with the applied load between

0.59 - 1.93 with the low end of the applied load giving the low brake factor and the

high applied load giving the, highest brake factor of 1.93 . The mean brake factor is

1.51 which is compar.ablewith the published results by Bosch (1993) where the brake

factor range for a simplex drum brake (leading-trailing shoe arrangement) is 1.42-2.0

for friction coefficient of0.3- 0.4.

.Correlation with the out-of-roundness

In order to determine whether the out-of-roundness of the drum really affects the

friction force, the orientation of the drum is plotted with the angle 'of rotation, together

with the braking force and the roundness profile is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7 --'0 Variation. of the braking force and the roundness profile with the angular
rotation of the drum. brake, the diagram above it shows the orientation of the major
axis when the drum is idealized as an ellipse

Moreover from Figure 7, the maximum braking force occurs when the major axis of

drum is vertical which coincides with the minor axis at the horizontal line which may

provide less space for travel for the shoes, thus providing higher friction force due to

the higher normal force. Similarly based on the sameargument~ lowest friction force

is obtained when the major axis is in the horizontal position, providing more travel for

the brake shoes when pedal force is applied.

From figure 7, Pearson correlation is calculated to be 0.714 which shows a good

relationship between roundness and braking force.

! .
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Figure 8 shows the compariso"fi between experimentalresult and Finite Element

Analysis (FEA) result.
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Figure 9 shows the roundness profile ofdrum brake for experimental and modeling.

Simulation and modeling analysis has been done by usingABAQUS FEA software.
" "

Drum" brake system is;modeled as 3D model analys"is with pivot and return spring.

The drum is mo~deled as shell element to reduce the time processing. The analysis

used static step because on the real experiment, the drum is rotated slowly and almost

called as quasi-static. There are tW? steps in the analysis which is firstly the shoes are

spread to touch the drum. Then, thedmm is rotated by giving the angular

displacement to rotate a full round.
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5.0 Discussion

Roundness test

From Figure 3, the graph profile that had been projected shows that the shape of the

profile was not round. So, it can be said that the brake drum is not totally round. It

was more of like an egg-like oval shape. This result was obtained when the smaller

scale which was the 251lm was' used.' When the 250llm range was used, the graph

profile, was projected as. round. From the same graph profile, it can be seen that most

part of the profilewereantinodes. Only a few nodes can be found. This confirms the

brake drum's out ofroundness.

From the various scales of 125, 62.5 and 25Jlm scale, there were some

differences on the graph profile. For the 125Jlm scale, it can be seen that the peak was

not so high. As the scale changes from the 125 to th~ 62.5 and 251lm scale, it can be

seen that the peak was getting higher and higher. Not only the peak, but the shape of

the circle alsachanges~ Jt can pe said that, to have a better result or graph profile for

this kind of experiment, the smaller or finest scale should be used. This is due to the

sensor which has a high sensitivity. For this case, it is sensitive to the surface

roughness.

From the results and graph profiles obtained, the profiles projected were the

same. Even though it started from different locations, the profiles were still the same.

It is known that the 'machine js sensitive to the surface roughness. From this

information, the starting point of the experiment can be detennined. This is because

the starting point on the inside surface ofthe brake drum far this experiment cannot be

set. So, the experiment of using the marks was done based on this knowledge.

Braking force

From the graph and data obtained, we can see that all the graphs have different values

but they all have the same pattern. The general pattern for all loads was the same. All

of them have a slip, peaks and valleys. For all the experiments, the extension was

done 400mm whiCh is almost a 36Qo rotation. A fuII rotation needs 408mm.
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Overall, the minimum: value after the slip was when the displacement is

around 200mrri. Th.is wasw~e~e th~. vailey.'catibe·found~· !his can be explained by the

roundness ofthe brake drum.. ""

. In the roundness test, it can be seen that the brake drum was not accurately

produced. It was supposed to.be: round but from our roundness tests, it c"an be seen

that the real shape of the brake drum is oval. Since the s4ape was oval, it gave a non

uniform braking distrlbutiol1~ T~is:gave a.gteat:effect "on~ the wear of the brake shoes

were analyzed, it can be seen that the wear only affects the lower parts 'of the brake

shoes.

In the brake force test, it c"an be seen that the results were really affected by the

roundness. From Figure 7, it can be seen that at displacement around 80mm, the graph
: '. '.. ;. ~ '. : :;. . , . i .

starts to go down forming a valley and goes up again at displacement around 160mm
.: '

forming a peak. Moreover, it can be seen that the brake force is high when the brake

drum rotates 45°, 90°, 225° and 270° but the brake force is low when the brake drum

rotates 135°, 180° and 3~5C>. It shows that·the shape of the brake drum affects the

value of the brake force. So that,.it can be said that even though the deformation of the

brake drum is minor, it gave a great ~ffec,t on. the br(t.ke. force. This shows the

importance ofprecision ~n maD;ufacturing.

In the Figure 4, the objective was to see whether the cleaning effect will

change the results. From the results, it shows that there were some minor effects in the

results. So, it can be said that the cleanliness of the brake drum's surface affects the

surface roughnes"s and thus affects the braking force. The braking force effect can

either increase or decrease which is· not constant and' cap.; be hazardous. This can be

seen from Figure 4. This is due to the reason that the user might just apply the same

load as before the Cleaning of the brake drum's surface and there might be a

possibility that the load is not enough or maybe too much.

6.0 Conclusion

The main objective for this project is to determine the brake force and the

effects of roundness on the brake drum so that the relationship can be investigated.
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Overall, the experiments done lor this project had produced good results. The results

were us~d to compare:and to validate the theories done before. All the objectives were

achieved. The roundness test had shown the true profile of the brake drum". From

normal observation, the shape of the brake drum was round but the truth is, when

analyzed using' a smaller scale; the real shape of the brake drum was oval with

antinodes and lobes. This. had produced a"n?n~~nifonn surface and "affects the braking

distribution. . "

The brake force test had determined the brake force and the brake factor

values. The values of the brake force were determined after the values of the reaction

load' were obtained. The brake force increases with the increment of applied load but

still maintains the same pattern' in the graph. When. the applied load was 20N, the

brake force gave a valu~ of 15.09}:Land as th.e.app~ied load incre~ses until lOON, the

brake factor gave ·a. fin~lvalue, of 244.7N. This shQws that the brake force is constant

to the applied load, same as to what was claimed in theory.

From the results, the .brake factor also increases with the increment of the

applied load. When the applied load is 20N, the brake factor value was 0.5929 and the

final value for the brake.factor was' 1.9229 when the applied load was lOON. So, the

brake factor values are within the range of 0.5 to 2.0. The theoretical brake factor

value was around 2.0. So,. the experiments had produced brake factor values which

were about 2.0 which was th~ same as the theoretical value and thus validates the

theory.

When compared to the roundness graph profile, it can be seen that the brake

force was dependent on· the shape of .th~l .br.ake..drum. When the brake drum rotates

45 0

, 90 0

, 225 o and 270 0

,. the. brake force was' high. but th.e brake drum rotates 135 0

,

1800 and 315 0

,. the brake force is low. So,. this shows that the ovality of the brake

drum aff~cts the brake force. When the braking occurs at the oval part of the brake

drum, the brake force increases and when the braking occurs at the round part, the

brake force decreases. So, it can be concluded that, the brake force is constant to the

applied load and the roundness of the brake drom.

The -surface roughness of-the brake drum's inside surface has quite an effect

on the brake force. The constantly used and the cleaned surface have different brake

force values. The surface roughness determines the braking force needed and if the

roughness changes, the braking force will not be constant and changes the applied

load. The change in applied load might be hazardous to the users.
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